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1 Interactive Computational Instruments
Many scienti�c problems require highly complex and di�cult computations. If the individuals who

study these problems can interact with the computational tools while the computations are progressing,

the analysis of the problem could be much more e�cient and e�ective. This article introduces the potential

increases in functionality and performance gained by the online interaction of end users with high performance

computational instruments on single and on networked parallel machines (also see [17]). We consider systems

in which users interact with computations as if they were physically accessible laboratory instruments and

in which entire distributed laboratories are constructed from sets of such computational instruments. Within

this context, our intent is to facilitate both online interactions with single computational instruments and

interactions among multiple scientists and multiple instruments located at physically distributed sites where

scientists may have dissimilar areas of expertise.

With our research and with the larger-scale Distributed Laboratories project at the Georgia Institute of

Technology[7], we aim to improve the state of the art of interactive high performance computing for parallel

and distributed applications on the variety of heterogeneous platforms now in common use by HPC users

and researchers. Particularly, our goal is to develop a general framework for enhancing the interactivity of

high performance applications. This framework:

� contains general interactivity (i.e., online monitoring and steering) mechanisms with which high per-

formance applications may be inspected and/or steered at runtime by algorithms, human users, or

both;

� supports interchangeable visualizations run across heterogeneous and distributed hardware platforms,

using a robust and portable data meta-format for transporting visualization content;

� supports the simultaneous interaction of multiple scientists with single large-scale computations; and

� permits collaboration via multiple computational instruments among scientists working in separate

locations.

In this article we introduce one of the parallel and distributed scienti�c applications used in our research.

We then explore interactions with a single computational instrument during its execution, typically referred

to as interactive program steeringy. Finally we discuss the use of multiple computational instruments by

sets of end users, thereby moving from issues addressed in previous work toward interesting topics for future

research.

2 A Sample Application
In order to more clearly illustrate the challenges posed by distributed laboratory environments, we con-

sider a speci�c application. In particular, consider a large scienti�c simulation running on a set of com-

putational resources, such as the global climate model being developed for networked parallel machines in

our research[11]. This model uses assimilated wind�elds (derived from satellite observational data) for its

�Email addresses for the authors are: eisen@cc.gatech.edu, beths@cc.gatech.edu, and schwan@cc.gatech.edu
yInteractive steering may be de�ned as the online con�guration of a program by algorithms or by human users, where the

purpose of such con�guration is to a�ect the program's execution behavior.
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Figure 1: Computational elements and communications in the distributed laboratory.

transport calculations, and known chemical concentrations also derived from observational data for its chem-

istry calculations. Models like these are important tools for answering scienti�c questions concerning the

stratospheric-tropospheric exchange mechanism or the distribution of such atmospheric agents as chlorou-

orocarbons (CFCs), hydrochlorouorocarbons (HCFCs) and ozone. This global model might interact with

more detailed local climate, atmospheric or pollution models[13] in order to enhance the accuracy of both

the local and global models. These models may also run concurrently on a variety of parallel and distributed

computing resources, or ideally, any one of the global or local models should be replaceable at runtime with

a historical database containing information from previous model runs. In addition, model outputs may be

processed with a variety of computational instruments, such as tools which perform time series analysis,

trajectory analysis and residual circulation analysis. Similarly, model inputs may be provided via other

`instruments' that either utilize live satellite feeds[1] or access stored satellite data on remote machines (e.g.,

at NASA storage sites).

Into this application scenario we introduce observers. Given the scale of such an application and the speed

and complexity of its execution platform, it is easy to imagine that the simulation's progress and results are

monitored by multiple scientists in distributed locations. The scientists' interests may vary from wishing

to see the \big picture," to investigating in detail subsets of the simulation's output, to collaborating with

each other via the computational instruments these models implement. Toward this end, the distributed

application has additional components that assemble the information needed to drive various interactive

displays, by gathering data from the distributed simulation and performing the analyses and reductions

required for these displays. Some of these components may themselves have substantial computational or

storage needs and require dedicated, additional resources of their own. In addition, they may require access

to additional information, as is the case for the atmospheric model's display with which end users compare

observational (satellite) data with model outputs in order to assess model validity or �delity. Moreover, since

end users control the set of computational instruments, input and output components, and the displays, the

current set of interacting `computational instruments' will change dynamically, driven by end users' needs or

by the current needs of the running simulation. Figure 1 depicts computational elements and communications

which might exist as multiple users examined and interacted with an application in the distributed laboratory

environment.

The previous paragraph establishes the dynamic nature of computational instruments and their con-

nections, which may be further ampli�ed by these applications' need to react to changes in underlying
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Figure 2: General Interactivity Framework

computing platforms (e.g., changes in available computational or communication capacity in the underly-

ing hardware resources). While it is clear that end users frequently interact with displays and with the

analysis components used prior to display, it has become more common for users to also interact with the

actual simulations while they are running, perhaps to steer them toward more appropriate data domains, to

enable or disable certain ancillary computations, or to experiment with alternative settings for simulation

parameters. The bene�ts of such dynamic interactions of end users with large-scale simulations are well

known for discrete event simulations (e.g., battle�eld management[14]) and have recently been found to o�er

substantial bene�ts to scienti�c and engineering users, as well. In addition, it is well known that signi�cant

performance improvements may be derived for high performance applications from the runtime con�guration

of selected application attributes[4], from the online adjustment of their execution environment (e.g., process

migration[2]), and from the adaptation of underlying operating system or communication facilities[12].

Taken as a whole, this application scenario has requirements for instrumentation, monitoring, visual-

ization, and general data management and exchange that go well beyond those of a traditional parallel or

distributed application. The remainder of this paper will explore those requirements.

3 Interactivity Framework
Figure 2 depicts a general interactivity framework for a complex high performance application. The

Distributed Laboratories project includes support for all aspects of such applications, including visualizations,

steering interfaces, data communication and analysis middleware, collaboration support, and application

monitoring and steering support. Before discussing the general issues in distributed collaborative applications

we focus more narrowly on the framework required to support a single user interacting e�ectively with a

single computational instrument. Speci�cally, we consider:

� the support required to e�ciently monitor system- and application-level behavior in parallel and dis-

tributed programs;

� frameworks and support for steering such a program though external interfaces; and

� visualization interfaces for both monitoring and steering.

3.1 Monitoring

Interacting with computational instruments in terms meaningful to end users requires online monitoring

{ the dynamic gathering of application-speci�c information from an instrument as it executes. Falcon [9]

is a set of tools and libraries supporting online, application-speci�c, event-based monitoring of parallel and

distributed applications. Falcon consists of a sensor speci�cation language and compiler for generating

application sensors, and one or more local agents for online information capture, collection, �ltering and
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analysis of event data. In addition, Falcon uses intermediate monitoring/steering middleware to disseminate

monitoring events to the potentially large number of clients that wish to interact.

Falcon's implementation is based on a local agent, usually residing on the monitored program's machine,

to capture event data. On shared memory architectures, this local agent may be an additional thread operat-

ing in the instrument's address space. Local agents, due to their proximity to the computational instrument,

can gather monitoring data quickly while minimizing interference with the instrument's operation. For phys-

ically distributed instruments, multiple local agents are employed and each of the instrument components is

treated as a separately monitored entity.

3.2 Interactive Steering

A steering system used by external agents must have the following functionality: (1) receiving the com-

putational instrument's runtime information from the online monitoring system, (2) analyzing and then

displaying the information to the end user or submitting it to a steering agent, (3) accepting steering com-

mands from the user or agent, and (4) enacting those commands to a�ect the application's execution. In

Falcon's implementation of computational steering, at least one local agent runs on the target machine with

the application. This local steering agent performs any steering actions requested by external agents. Exter-

nal agents are driven by monitoring data and may request steering actions directly based on this data or they

may support graphical interfaces interfaces and request steering actions in response to user manipulations.

One insight from our experience with interactive steering is that computational instruments di�er in

terms of the ease with which certain steering actions may be implemented. An instrument's implementation

may permit some of its internal variables to be inspected and steered continuously, with little additional

instrumentation of the code. In general, however, potential improvements in performance or functionality by

the addition of steering depend largely on an instrument's implementation and on the steering and monitoring

actions required.

Another insight from our experiences is that program steering must consider overheads not relevant to

performance monitoring, which tends to focus on the e�ects of program perturbation. These overheads are:

(1) the perturbation to the application due to instrumentation for monitoring and steering, (2) the latency

of the monitoring to enactment feedback loop, and (3) the costs of decision making part of this latency.

Speci�cally, for steering, the end-to-end latency of the monitoring to enactment feedback loop is a critical

performance constraint when steering actions cannot be based on `stale' monitoring data, or when such

actions become inappropriate after some future program state has been passed.

3.3 Application-speci�c Visualization/Steering Interfaces

While monitoring and steering support are essential for e�cient, low-impact interactivity, it is often

the �nal visual interface that determines the success and e�ectiveness of interactivity. The interactive

3D visualization of atmospheric modeling data shown in Figure 3 is constructed and used with a set of

modules from the GlyphMaker display and steering system [16] (originally constructed with the SGI Explorer

environment, and now being supported in the OpenInventor framework). These modules implement the

functionality required by certain application-speci�c displays, in this case modules that convert monitoring

data extracted from the computational instrument from its spectral form to a gridded form more suitable for

visualization, and a module acting as a reader for converting the data being displayed to be printed on high

the high resolution output devices used by atmospheric scientists (using the PV-Wave visualization system).

Using the 3D visualization shown in Figure 3, the atmospheric model is steered by �rst positioning the

latitudinal and longitudinal planes, sizing and moving a rectangle to intersect a plane, then entering a speci�c

desired concentration increment/decrement. The resulting set of new concentration values is forwarded

from the visualization interface to the computational instrument via the aforementioned monitoring/steering

infrastructure. The new concentration values are used as part of the next timestep taken by the model to

result (hopefully) in improved model behavior.

In contrast to the 3D visualizations providing excellent overviews of model behavior, a complementary

2D steering interface operating with subsets of the atmospheric modeling application's data is shown in

Figure 4. This interface's display presents the distribution of C14 at the single latitude of 2:8� N. It has two

logical parts: one for showing both the computed and the observed concentration values of C14 atoms in air

to the end user, and the other for accepting steering requests from the user. The computed results of the

C14 distribution are represented by the blue plotted curve from atmospheric layer 0 to 37, which is updated
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Figure 3: Three-dimensional visualization of atmospheric modeling data.

for every model time step. The concentration of C14 actually observed at this point is represented by the

red plot. When noticeable discrepancies between the calculated values and the observed values are detected,

the user can dynamically modify the application execution to `correct' the computations.

4 Toward Distributed Laboratories
Distributed laboratories are environments where scientists and engineers working in geographically sepa-

rated locations share access to interactive visualization tools and large-scale simulation computations, share

information generated by such instruments, and collaborate across time and space to evaluate and discuss

their results. The intent is to permit scientists, engineers, and managers at geographically distinct locations

(including individuals telecommuting from home) to combine their expertise in solving shared problems

by allowing them to simultaneously view, interact with, and steer sophisticated computation instruments

executing on high performance distributed platforms.

The goals of the Distributed Laboratories project are to develop the underlying, enabling technologies

and software tools to support the distributed laboratories vision and to develop working prototypes for use

in research projects in high performance scienti�c computations such as the atmospheric science model and

virtual telecommunication networks.

Distributed laboratories have several essential and novel characteristics which stand in contrast to facilities

like the World Wide Web used mostly for information access and browsing:

� The information generated in a distributed laboratory must not only be accessible to all users, but

users must also be given interactive interfaces for the online control of laboratory instruments and for

control of information generation, analysis, storage, and sharing between sites and physical and virtual

instruments.

� Interactive laboratory access should be provided with little regard to physical locations of experimenters

and instruments, including home locations with limited computational and storage capabilities, access

bandwidths, and increased access latencies.

� In contrast with current collaboration environments (e.g., supporting direct remote audio and video),

a shared laboratory must also support communication arising through shared manipulation of visual-

izations, interactive experimentation with running simulations, and remote control of instruments.

The underlying, enabling technologies needed to support distributed laboratories research include:

� dynamic monitoring, adaption, and interactive steering of high performance computations;

� interconnectivity and data exchange infrastructure; and

� collaboration and shared visualization technologies.

Our work in programmonitoring, adaption and interactive steering is documented elsewhere[9, 10]. Work
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Figure 4: An application-speci�c display for online control of the atmospheric modeling code.

on collaboration and shared visualizations is in progress at Georgia Tech and in a variety of other research

groups. However, the appropriate communication infrastructure to support this type of research is less well

studied. Our work on a novel communications and data analysis middleware facilitating online monitoring

and interactive steering in a multi-scientist/multi-instrument environment is discussed in the next sections.

4.1 Communication Requirements of Distributed Laboratory Applications

The applications and environment described in the previous sections yield some speci�c requirements

which a communications infrastructure for the distributed laboratory must satisfy.

High-bandwidth Flexible Data Transfer

The need for the fastest possible transfer in the distributed environment is common to a wide range

of distributed applications and those in the distributed laboratory will be no exception. Besides the

normal demands of the running distributed application, the speed of the data transfer driving the

observers' displays is critical for the performance of the overall system. While few communications

systems have the luxury of imposing signi�cant overheads, the important role of communications in the

overall performance and usability of a distributed laboratory imposes additional constraints. For ex-

ample, the distributed laboratory communication scheme cannot rely on ine�cient techniques, such as

ASCII transmission of data, to handle such issues as heterogeneity in the execution environment. Also,

the communications system must provide mechanisms for the number of observers of a computation

to scale without signi�cantly a�ecting the execution of that computation.

Operation in a Diverse Environment

The application environment described in Section 2 above is clearly heterogeneous, but it can perhaps be

more strongly described as diverse. By this we mean that in addition to operating in an environment

where machine-level representations of elementary types may di�er, the various components of the

application may be developed in a much less tightly coupled manner than a traditional parallel or

distributed program. That is, they may not all be produced by a single group or organization and they

may include \generic" components designed to operate in many situations.

One implication of this situation is that it is not generally practical for all of the components operating

in the distributed laboratory to agree at compile-time on the formats of all data records to be exchanged

during execution. Even if agreeing on a common and consistent format for the data were possible,

systems depending upon such agreement are very fragile and unsuitable for a dynamic environment.

This is a problem that has not been addressed in the past by high-performance communication systems.

The most obvious approach to operating in an environment this diverse is to transmit data in some
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easily-interpreted free-form manner, such as encoded in ASCII, and to parse it upon receipt. This

approach achieves the required exibility, but at the cost of seriously compromising the e�ciency of

the communication system, and so it is not an option for a distributed laboratory.

Dynamic Connection of Clients

In the distributed laboratory environment computational agents may be very long-running and physical

instruments may always have data available. In this environment it is natural to expect displays, their

associated data processing agents and other components of the execution environment to come and go

as computations proceed. To accomplish this, external clients must be able to locate and connect to

data sources dynamically. This functionality tends to be lacking in communications tools created with

relatively static topologies in mind (such as MPI [6]). Even those which have dynamic client creation

may not support external connections or have adequate client/server location facilities (such as PVM

[8]).

Data Flow Management

The potential for dynamic connection of clients means that the ow of data in the distributed laboratory

is itself very dynamic. In particular, it implies that senders may not have an a priori knowledge of

the identity of all possible receivers. This is a problem for communications systems which require

destinations to be explicitly speci�ed by the sender, such as traditional send/receive and RPC-style

communication mechanisms.

Information Filtering and Analysis

While the demands of the distributed laboratory environment eliminate some possible solutions, the

richness of the environment and the dynamic nature of tra�c create additional opportunities. For ex-

ample, a capable communications system may take advantage of external knowledge of the application

and reduce overall communication requirements through the use of �ltering, analysis and compression.

4.2 DataExchange and PBIO

We have developed a communications infrastructure speci�cally designed to the needs of the distributed

laboratory environment described above. The infrastructure is composed of two cooperating libraries,

DataExchange[5] and PBIO (Portable Binary Input Output)[3]. Their relevant characteristics are described

below.

4.2.1 PBIO

PBIO is the lower layer of the distributed laboratory communications infrastructure and provides basic

support for handling heterogeneity and operation in a diverse environment. Essentially, PBIO is a data meta-

representation. Users register the structure of the data that they wish to transmit/store or receive/read and

PBIO transparently masks the di�erences. In particular, PBIO handles di�erences in the sizes, locations

and even basic types of the �elds in the records to be exchanged. Field matching is by �eld names provided

by the application. Records are C-style structures consisting of �elds which can be any of the usual atomic

data types or NULL-terminated strings. A previously registered structure may also serve as the basic

type of a �eld, allowing the creation of complex nested record types. PBIO also supports �elds which are

statically sized one or two dimensional arrays or dynamically sized one dimensional arrays of any of the above

datatypes. Record meta-information is transmitted once, when record formats are registered. Thereafter,

transmission occurs in the writer's native format and the PBIO library on the receiver transparently handles

discrepancies between the writer's format and the format required by the reader. In the case of transfers

between homogeneous machines, the only additional overhead imposed by PBIO is the transmission of a

4-byte format ID. Between heterogeneous machines, the extent of the overhead depends upon the degree to

which the record formats and atomic type representations di�er between the two machines.

PBIO's data meta-representation and the support for type matching by application-level �eld names,

rather than by �eld layout or ordering, facilitates the creation of applications which can operate in the

diverse environment of the distributed laboratory. In particular, PBIO allows applications with no compiled-

in knowledge of the record formats involved to locate information based on record and �eld names. This is of
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Figure 5: Application, data processing agents and visualizations in the distributed laboratory.

great value in constructing generic visualization and data analysis and reduction tools which can be employed

in a variety of roles in the distributed laboratory. Similarly, PBIO has extensive support for applications

which are only interested in examining or operating on speci�c �elds in records to the exclusion of other

�elds. Through these facilities, PBIO application can be robust to changes that need not a�ect them, such

as the addition of new �elds or reorganization of existing �elds in a record. This is a signi�cant advantage in

the distributed laboratory where a widely-used �xed record format might otherwise be a signi�cant obstacle

to the evolution of an application.

For e�ciency and speed, PBIO takes care to avoid unnecessary overhead, such as multiple data copies or

conversion of all data to a standard byte-order. While PBIO is most commonly used across TCP/IP sockets,

PBIO also supports storing data in �les and the use of alternative communications protocols such as UDP

broadcast. This too supports the need for fast and exible data transfer because in appropriate situations,

such as when communicating to large number of local clients and when reliability is not a concern, the use

of alternative communication transport layers can be a signi�cant performance advantage.

4.2.2 DataExchange

While PBIO supports e�ciently and robustly exchanging data between two clients, the DataExchange

library[5], which is layered on top of PBIO, addresses the remainder of the needs outlined in Section 4.1.

In particular, DataExchange provides support for establishing communication between agents, resolving

di�erences between data formats used by multiple agents, forwarding data fromagent to agent, and processing

data within an agent.

In order to address dynamic client connection and data ow management,DataExchange provides support

for a type of generative, or publish/subscribe, communicationsmodel within the distributed laboratory. This

stands in contrast to the send/receive or RPC-style communication styles more traditionally provided by

libraries designed for use with parallel applications. However, other researchers are advocating the use of

generative models for the similarly-dynamic World Wide Web environment [18] and as technique to make

systems more robust to changes in their environment[15].

In understanding DataExchange behavior, it is useful to think of DataExchange as analogous to the

hardware that makes up a telephone exchange. Like a node in the telephone network, each DataExchange

instance provides services and behavior that contributes to the collective behavior of a set of connected

instances. The DataExchange library provides a simple name service to assist in connecting independent

DataExchange instances into a functional network. Once the instances are connected, the library provides

facilities for connected instances to select the types of messages that they receive, to block messages they are

not interested in, and to control the forwarding of messages to any other instances to which it is connected.

To support data processing and analysis, DataExchange also allows application handler functions to be

bound to message events.
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This functionality makes it easy to use the DataExchange library to construct networks of cooperating

agents such as the one depicted in Figure 5. Data sources, such as the local monitoring agents in Falcon or

persistent instruments in the Distributed Laboratory, register their availability with the DataExchange name

server. Principal data consumers, such as data collection and collection agents and end-user displays connect

to existing data sources and the non-display agents that forward data may then register themselves as data

sources. This establishes the main application!analysis!display data ow in the distributed laboratory.

Program steering, however, entails sending steering commands from the end-user displays to the application.

While this communication is presumably more of a one-to-one nature and less suitable for a generative

communications model it can be handled with the same functionality that creates the application!display

dataow. Future version of DataExchange may include more direct support for one-to-one communication.

5 Conclusions
The Distributed Laboratories project is constructing an infrastructure with which future scientists and

engineers can interact with each other and with their computational instruments as if they were physically

co-located in a single laboratory. Several research e�orts being undertaken at Georgia Tech address the topic

of interactive high performance programs:

� The Falcon steering and monitoring tools and infrastructure are used in the online observation and

manipulation of scienti�c computations.

� The visualization support provided by the GlyphMaker tool permits the de�nition of appropriate visual

abstractions and their e�cient representation on 3D graphical displays.

� Collaboration infrastructure and abstractions are provided using the OpenInventor graphical display

framework.

This paper describes those e�orts, considers their communication demands and also describes the common

communication infrastructure being developed to support their needs.
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